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OPINION

West Dallas should listen to GAF
about plan to leave Dallas
Shingle factory officials have a plan that deserves residents’ ears.

The GAF shingle manufacturing plant in Dallas (Shelby Tauber/Special Contributor) (Shelby Tauber / Special Contributor)

By Dallas Morning News Editorial
2:00 AM on Nov 11, 2022 CST

Before the month is out, officials with shingle production company GAF will invite West Dallas residents

to a series of community meetings about plans to shut down their factory in the area, have it rezoned for a

non-industrial use and clean up the land where industry has functioned for generations.

We urge residents to attend these meetings, which begin Nov. 30, with an open mind and the interest of

their neighborhoods at heart.
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It would be easy to cast the effort to remove GAF from the area as a caricature of a bad, polluting industry

against underdog residents.

The reality is more complex. There is no question that it is time for GAF to wrap up its operations in West
Dallas. Company officials acknowledge that.

But it is unrealistic that GAF is just going to close the doors tomorrow, lay off or relocate some 150

employees and start up shop someplace else. Not when, as GAF officials say, their factories elsewhere are

unable to handle the additional production load.

The activism from the group Singleton United has been valuable in getting GAF to create clear plans about
when it will withdraw from Dallas. And we expect, or at least hope, there is room for negotiation on the

seven-year timeline GAF has laid out to construct a factory outside of Dallas County that will replace the

factory operating in West Dallas.

Our worry is that if residents and elected officials don’t hear out what GAF is offering, the deal that West

Dallas gets could be much worse.

There is a push to force the company into a “compliance date” through the city’s Board of Adjustment,

with the thought that that could hasten GAF’s departure. It assuredly will not.

It will instead pitch the effort to get GAF out into litigation that will drag on for a very long time through

Texas courts that are likely to read the company’s permitting in a positive light.

GAF officials, meanwhile, have limited operations at the plant and presented a professional analysis about
air quality in the area that contradicts less detailed data from Singleton United. We aren’t going to try to

sort whose data are accurate, but residents and city officials should at least review the GAF air quality data

analysis along with information from Singleton United.

The goal here should be the long-run future of West Dallas. What the neighborhoods and the city need is a

deal that gets GAF to close its factory as soon as feasible, move for a rezoning that incorporates residents’
vision for the future land use and — this is most important – get the highest and best possible

environmental remediation for the land GAF has occupied.
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This land needs to become homes and shops and restaurants. It can only do that if GAF is gone, if it is

zoned properly and if it is clean.

The best way to get there is through a cooperative approach that considers everyone’s best interests. That
begins with listening.

We welcome your thoughts in a letter to the editor. See the guidelines and submit your
letter here.

Dallas Morning News Editorial. Dallas Morning News editorials are written by the paper's Editorial Board and
serve as the voice and view of the paper. The board considers a broad range of topics and is overseen by the
Editorial Page Editor.

editorialboard@dallasnews.com  @dmnopinion
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